
Make an African Hut  
Use the instructions below to make huts for a village scene or for mission banks for the 

children to take home. If you are making banks, use the peanut cans and cut a slit for money 
rather than the door. 
 
For each hut you will need:  

1 round peanut can (about three inches tall and four inches in diameter)  
1 piece of thin cardboard or poster board slightly larger than diameter of the can 
brown construction paper 
X-acto knife 
glue or glue gun and glue sticks 
straw or small twigs  
mud and dry grass mixed with small amount of all-purpose glue (optional) 
sphagnum moss 
paper for flag, about one inch by five inches 
toothpick 

 
To Make Mission Banks: 
 
Before the children arrive:  
1. Remove the metal lid from the peanut can. With an X-acto knife, cut a slit in the side of 

the can to pass money through. Glue cans, top side down, onto cardboard bases. (If the 
cans have removable plastic lids, glue lids onto cans before adding the roof.)  

2. Cut circles (two inches larger than diameter of can) from thin cardboard or poster board, 
or even construction paper, and make a slit from the center point to the edge to form the 
roof. 

3.  
Let the Children Help: 
1. Give each child a can and some straw or tiny twigs to glue vertically around the can or, if 

you wish, cover cans with brown construction paper or provide mud-straw-glue mixture 
to cover the sides of the hut. Let dry.  

2. Make a peaked roof from the circle by overlapping the cut edges and securing with glue 
or tape. Carefully cover the roof with dry grass or sphagnum moss, letting it hang over 
the edges slightly. Trim grass neatly around lower edge of roof. Let dry.  

3. Coat edge of top of can with glue (let adults use the hot glue guns, if available), and 
carefully position the roof onto the can. Let dry before handling. 

4. On small piece of construction paper, write “Pray and Give for the People of Eastern 
Africa.” Glue to a toothpick and stick toothpick in the peak of the roof.  

 



African Village Goal Device 
Build an entire village of African houses on a table or in a sandbox. Add a hut to the 

village each time your class reaches a predetermined mission offering goal.  
 
Directions: For each house 
1. Cut a strip of brown construction paper 11inches by 3 inches [28 cm by 8 cm] and glue or 

staple the two ends together to form the walls. Cut out a doorway. 
2. Cut a circle of brown paper two inches larger than diameter of hut. Cut a slit from the 

edge to the center of the circle. 
3. Form the circle into a cone and glue or tape it in place to form a roof. 
4. Glue straw to the hut’s walls and sphagnum moss to the roof. 


